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MAKING PLANS TO SELL A BUSINESS: 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 
 

I help my business owner clients make plans for their business’s survival 

after death or other life-changing event.  I recently learned about a court case 

where two owners of a Kentucky business had a falling out, and they asked 

the court to decide some things about one owner’s buyout of the other.  The 

case is Conlon v. Haise, No. 2014-CA-001581-MR decided on September 

30.  I thought you might be interested, as I think the case has lessons that 

apply to many business situations. 

 

The case involved a two owner corporation (All Safe).  At the time the 

corporation was being formed, one of the owners—Conlon--was in federal 

prison.  That owner allegedly asked the other stockholder—Haise--to hang 

on to all the stock until the incarcerated owner was released. 

 

Haise did give some stock to Conlon upon his release in 2004 and in later 

years, but never enough to make ownership in the company 50/50.  

Subsequent promises were allegedly made to Conlon by oral agreement by 

Haise to increase his ownership percentage so that the owners would be 

equal shareholders.  That didn’t happen. 

 

After a few successful years, with the business making money for both 

owners, Haise used his negotiating leverage to force the purchase of 

Conlon’s shares.  Conlon sued Haise, which led to the court case. 

 

The court was called on to decide several things: 

 

 Did Haise, as majority owner of the company, owe a fiduciary duty 

to Conlon as minority owner of All Safe? 

 

 Did Haise breach any enforceable contractual obligation to Conlon? 
 

 Did the terms of a 2003 buy-sell agreement apply to both parties 

(even though Conlon was in jail when it was drafted) and were its 

terms honored? 

 

Of course, not every business starts out with one of the owners in jail.  

However, where there are multiple owners of a company, it’s not unusual for 

the owners to stop getting along.  That’s why the facts of this case—and the 

court’s decision—are interesting to me. 
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The court decided in favor of Haise, ruling specifically that he had no 

special duty to take care of Conlon’s business interest.  It also decided the 

buy-sell agreement was properly applied to both parties. 

 

Was that the right result?  As with so many court cases, it’s hard to say for 

certain the decision was fair.  Both owners of the company had to hire 

lawyers and go through the stress and expense of litigation.  Given a 

choice, few business owners would voluntarily choose that path. 

 

How can the chances of litigation between owners of a company be 

eliminated?  They can’t.  However, I do recommend to my business owner 

clients that they think about issues that might come up later, and make 

written plans to deal with them.  One important issue is the problem of 

business continuation after something important happens, such as: 
 

 Death of an owner 

 Falling out between owners 

 Divorce 

 Disability 

 Retirement 

 

Have you made plans for these possibilities?  Can I help you formulate a 

sensible plan, or help you review plans that have already been made to be 

sure they are up-to-date?   

 

Please let me know. 
 

AS ALWAYS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL TO DISCUSS THESE 

OR OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY ISSUES OF CONCERN. 

 
Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. and its representatives do not 

provide legal or tax advice. You may want to consult a legal or tax 

advisor regarding any legal or tax information as it relates to your 

personal circumstances. 
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